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Russia’s state media watchdog has launched a tool to scrape the internet for banned content,
the Vedomosti business daily reported Monday as the country presses onward with its
wartime censorship efforts.

The web crawler, dubbed Oculus, can detect videos and images of protesters, “positive
depictions” of LGBTQ+ culture and memes criticizing President Vladimir Putin, according to
investigative outlets that reported on it and other censorship tools last week.

“The system recognizes images and symbols, illegal scenes and actions, [as well as] analyzes
text in photos and videos,” a spokesperson for the state company behind the search tool told
Vedomosti.

The automated tool frees employees of Russia’s General Radio Frequency Center (GRFC), a
subsidiary of the Roskomnadzor media regulator, from manually analyzing up to 106 images
and 101 videos per day.

https://www.vedomosti.ru/technology/articles/2023/02/13/962682-roskomnadzor-zapustil-sistemu-poiska-okulus?utm_campaign=vedomosti_public&utm_content=962682-roskomnadzor-zapustil-sistemu-poiska-okulus&utm_medium=social&utm_source=telegram_ved
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Oculus is capable of scraping up to 200,000 images for prohibited content every day.

The tool’s speed and efficiency are prompted by the “snowballing growth of hoaxes across all
types of prohibited information,” a GRFC spokesperson told Vedomosti.

The spokesperson noted that more than 100,000 websites were deleted or blocked in 2022 —
up from 7,000 the previous year, 1,500 in 2020 and just “several hundred” in 2019.

“Such content must be found and blocked before it spreads widely online,” the GRFC
spokesperson said, referring to so-called “fake” information about the war in Ukraine, the
promotion of drug use, calls for suicide and child pornography.

GRFC said it bid 57.7 million rubles ($783,000) last fall on Oculus. Its developer, the Moscow
corporate information tools provider Execution, declined to comment.

Oculus was reportedly tested in December and its integration into Roskomnadzor’s existing
monitoring tools started in January 2023.

Oculus is part of a 1.5-billion-ruble ($20 million) set of tools that would allow Russian
authorities to find and block prohibited content online, according to Vedomosti.

Russian investigative news sites first identified the Oculus web crawler last week by analyzing
2 terabytes worth of hacked GRFC internal communications.
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